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➔  Some SM unsolved questions:

✗   Coupling constants unification

✗   Higgs boson mass (loop corrections)

✗   Hierarchy problem
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Introduction: SUper SYmmetry (SUSY)

➔ MSSM (Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model)

➔ R-Parity conservation

➔ Assume a SUSY mass spectrum 

✔ Neutralino (    or    ) = LSP (Lightest 
Supersymmetric Particle)  →  Stable  →                 
→  DM Candidate!

✔ 3RD generation squarks (             ) and sleptons 
(      ) are lighter than the other squarks/sleptons
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The ATLAS detector
➔ Magnet System:

● Solenoid (2T)
● Toroid

➔ Inner Detector:
● Pixel
● Microstrip 
● Transition       
 Radiation

➔ Calorimeters
● Electromagnetic
● Hadronic

➔ Muon Spectrometer
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➔ Replicate the same                
  analysis described in the        
  reference article, using:

●  Signal (SUSY) and            
 background (SM) MC        
 samples (only!) with:

➔ Then try to optimize the        
  signal-to-background ratio...
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 Signal Optimization
➔ Apply different cuts to the MC generated samples in order to        
  maximize the sensitivity and, hence, test the “background-only 
  hypothesis” 

➔ Search for sensitivity regions in the sbottom-nautralino masses      
  plane, considering statistical (and systematical) fluctuations in the 
  SM background.

➔ Verify the signal-background compatibility for each set of cuts.   
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Signal Region B
(SRB)

➔ To enhance sensitivity for:
●  Small mass-splitting between             

  squark and neutralino
●  Small “energy” available for the          

  reaction (decay)
●  High-   , not-b-tagged leading jet        

  recoiling against the squark-pair         
  system (ISR)

➔ FINAL STATE:
●  1 not b-tagged, high-   leading jet
●  2 b-tagged, high-    sub-leading jets
●  High Missing Energy (       )
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 Expected SM background
➔    and Single-top productions:

➔ W and Z bosons productions (DY, W+jet, Z+jet, ...):
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 Selection cuts (article)
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 With the article's cuts

Matching found 
between the cut efficiencies 

(article and analysis)
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➔ Replicate the analysis performed using 8 TeV datasets. Then, try   
  to optimize the selections for the new energy (14 TeV) and   
  integrated luminosity (300 fb-1)

➔ At first, no significant sensitivity has been observed (        )
➔ After the 1ST optimization, increased sensitivity in both SRA and   
  SRB

➔ After the scan on mCT, the sensitivity generally increased in SRA   
  and reduced on SRB

➔ With mCT > 350, 550 GeV, sensitivity increased substantially on    
  signal points with high          and low          (large mass             
  splitting)

   

RESULTS:

Summary
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➔ Obtained some informations about possible sensitivity in 
  the signal plane

➔ No reference are about 95% CL exclusion limits. These    
  needs:

● Real data
● Other statistical techniques (i.e.: CLS upper limits)

➔ It may be possible to find sbottom quark with good        
  sensitivity, if it has a large mass splitting (SRA)

➔ Further optimizations needed in SRB

Final remarks



  

Thank you for 
the attention
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Introduction: SUper SYmmetry (SUSY)
➔ MSSM (Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model):   
 minimal extension of the SM, with the lowest           
 number of new particles and interactions, allowed by  
 phenomenology.

➔ R-Parity (PR) or Matter Parity (PM): symmetries      
 added in MSSM, that restricts the allowed values of   
 the leptonic (L) and baryonic (B) number.

 (where s is the spin) equivalent in any interaction.
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Introduction: SUper SYmmetry (SUSY)
If PR is conserved in every MSSM interaction:

● The lightest sparticle (          ) or LSP, is stable 
 (cannot decay into SM particles, since it would    
 violate PR). If it's electrically neutral, it can be a 
 candidate for non-baryonic Dark Matter!

● Each non-LSP MSSM particle must eventually    
 decay into a final state with an odd number of     
 LSP (usually one).

● In collider experiments (i.e. LHC), sparticles are  
 always produced in even numbers (usually in       
 pairs).
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Introduction: SUper SYmmetry (SUSY)

➔ To solve the hierarchy problem, each superpartner    
  must have the same mass. MSSM must be a broken  
  symmetry, otherwise MSSM would have been          
  already discovered. There are different models of      
  SUSY breaking (i.e. GMSB, MSUGRA, etc...)

➔ There are some restrictions on the sparticles masses  
  and mixing parameters. However, there is still a       
  large number of free parameters in the theory.         
  Assumptions on MSSM particle mass-spectrum are   
  needed.



  

Introduction: SUSY mass-spectra
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